Emotional Lines

Collectively Mapping Syrian Border Stories
CHAPTER FIVE

LIVING IN LINE.

CAN EMOTIONS BE MADE VISIBLE?

IS THIS ANGER?
Mad?
Relaxed?
Tense?
Project Linework
Project Linework

(check it out here: http://www.projectlinework.org/)
Collectively Mapping Syria’s Borders
Consent Here

Draw Symbol Here

Reference Map

Read Here
“It’s very difficult for young men. It’s a high-risk age to be trying to leave” (Adiba)
“I was lucky. They didn’t have my name on the [Syrian] border” (Mohammed)
“The Jordanian-Syrian border is totally one hundred percent controlled by the Jordanian government. No one or nothing goes in and out” (Mohammed)
Collectively Mapping Borders
Meghan Kelly
Collectively Mapping Borders
Meghan Kelly
Turkey

Syria

--- [men]
--- [women w/ children]

"Resistor" = thick lines for difficult the idea of "try" or attempt

WARNING
Collectively Mapping Borders
Meghan Kelly

- **Turkey**
- **Syria**

*Key*

- Thick lines indicate difficult travel routes.
- The idea of "try" or attempt.

- "Hope in the midst of crisis".
- Women, children, men.

- Border crossing points:
  - "No Entry"
  - "Prepare to leave".

- Map showing Turkey, Syria, Iraq, Lebanon, Jordan.
What’s next?
Thank you!

Meghan Kelly, University of Wisconsin–Madison
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